Sensory innervation of the raccoon forepaw: 2. Response properties and classification of slowly adapting fibers.
Physiological recordings were made from 136 slowly adapting (SA) fibers in the median and ulnar nerves that innervate the glabrous skin of the raccoon. It was found that wetting the skin produced large increases in fiber responsiveness and decreases in threshold. Their responses decreased rapidly with slight displacements of the stimulus away from the center of the receptive field. Responses also decreased with increases in the diameter of the tip of the stimulus probe. The length of time that an SA fiber responded to a prolonged indentation was related to the magnitude of the indentation, and was greater after wetting of the skin. The absence of any clear and consistent grouping of fibers into moderately SA (MSA) and very SA (VSA) units argues against the existence of two types of SA receptors differing in this property. However, the distinction between SA I and SA II fibers that has been made in other species was confirmed in the raccoon.